'Cheeseburger and
ries!' ,
by

Marj DeBruyn

.

Two pair of hands--creased
with wrinkles, deft with expertce, steady in service--puttogether
your hamburgers, scoop
your ice cream cones, give back your change, .and wipe your
Ie when you're done. Mrs. Sadie Faber's and Mrs .. Wilbour
ernersmas. They work the SUBsnack bar. Sadie works on
nday, Wednesday and Thursday and Mrs. Riemersma handles
Tuesday and Friday, and the nights of Wednesday and SaturDordt College, Sioux Center, Iowa
y. You know them. They've been dishing out Dordt snacks
for about eleven years.
en Dordt first began Mrs. Riemersma tells of how "they
no snack bar, just the commons, but my sister would come
after supper, make a pot of coffee and buy a tray of doughand the kids could get doughnuts and coffee before they
t to bed .•.
they didn't have to pay for it." Sadie continthe history. "They asked me and my husband to come and
k in that dark Itttle corner of the commons where the salad
Coming to the Te Paske Them is now and make coffee, fries, hamburgers, and malts. . ater on February 17, at 8:00
'd run it all day. "
p.m, for a one night concert, Is
John Michael Talbot.
Talbot, a young Christian
_singer and perfonner,
was
once a member of the country- ,
rock band," Mason Profitt. He
writes many of his own songs
and is an exciting performer
in the Christian contemporary
music world.
Not exactly leading the life of
a normal teenager, Talbot remembers seeing himself -"as a
very young man of 15 years of
age, tasting the outer sweetness of a succesful beginning
in the field of music. Weplayed
before thousands upon thousands of envious kids as a
. member of the once popular
band, Mason ,frofitt. "
At16, he felt the "inner bit- and philosophy for happiness. "
bar moved into the SUB our ladies did too.
s. Riemersma
nods her head confidently; "I just moved a- terness of being ripped-off and He caught himself believing the
He "subtle lie which says that all
ng as it progressed. See, I've always really enjoyed working run around financially."
th the students. They are all real well behaved, pleasant to noticed tbat "the members of religious paths lead to the same
rve--ifthey weren'r Iwouldn't stay in a place like this. " And the band basically lived unhap- God."
py lives."
It was also in his
It wasn't until Talbot turned.
e laughs as loudly as we do at that. "When we have a vacation
sixteenth year that Talbot be- 17 years old that he saW the
'rn always ready to come back." sadie agrees with her: "Some
ids besides my own 15 grandchilren call me 'Grandma' here. I gan to "look for something "Light of Jesus Christ Himself
other that man's materialism
appear" before him ina vision.
n't mind that one bit. "
It seems wiping tables, waiting on the line from 7: 30 am till
:00 pm might be terribly boring, aye? Sadie explains quickly,
'Boring? Oh no! Idon'tever get bored. I can always find someing to do . Its nice to talk to the kids ...
sometimes I like to
ak I),Jtch·or Friesian with the ones that do too."
There's a valuable atmosphere to be maintained in studentffee shops. Our ladies know it. The tossed salad of kids and
scussions and gezellighieds have to be served with efficiency
Dordt College will hold its production and he will speak OIl
nd cleanliness.
With a dressing of pleasantness.
Sadie and second New World Theatre, "The Basics of Voice Tra lnlng
s. Riemersma add their own good flavours. Willing smiles. Consortium 0 n February 10 for the Stage: Methods and Revice. You know they like their work.
sources."
Jennifer Martin is
through 12. The consortium
Sadie's eyes sparkle the enthusiasm of honesty when she will present five speakers and a specialist in movement and
clares, "Oh I love my job because it keeps me in touch with several workshops for those will speak on "Acting- - Essenng people, Iget to know so many. Its an interesting job, see. interested in acting. Students tials in Movement; Approaches
enever Igo somewhere 1 always meet Dordt students again . ., and teachers from various col- and Resources. "
d Mrs. Riemersma concludes for both of them, "I think as leges and high schools, as far
Verne Myer, a teacher in a
istians we're supposed to be content at our jobs--you're
away as California, will be in large public high school in
nice bunch of people to work for - -I would really like to keep attendance.
Racine, Wisconsin, will show
orking here, Lord willing, and my health is well enough. "
One of the speakers, Donald slides and displays in order to
e adds in after thought, "What I sure can appreciate is that Drew, is a graduate of history
show high school directors
kids can be so honest, willing to help and willing to underhow to make their programs
and literature at the University
wben we make a mistake. "
of Cambridge,
England.
He work.
Ms. Carol
Veldman
is a
has lectured on literature and
Dordt College. procinema both in British and A- former
merican Universities,
and is fessor now working towards
her Ph. D. in literature at the
currently active as a visiting
professor of English at Gene-a University of Minnesota. She.
College. He is the author of has been spearheading a movethe book "images of Man, A mentinMinneapoIis called the
Christian
Theater Artists
Critique of the Contemporary
Guild and will explain what
Cinema." Drew will lecture
on" The Christian and His Ap- CTAG is all about.
Climaxing the event will be
proach to Contemporary Cultthe play "A Lesson in Flight"
ure, " "The Chr latian as Cinema Artist and Viewer, " and written by Theresa Skorseth,
"Inspiring the Young Artist to a member of CTAG. CTAG
will
present
the play in
His Cultural Task. "
Te Paske Theater at 8 p. m.
Howard Martin and Jennifer
Martin are currently studying on Febr uary II.
Theresa Skoreth' s play was
and teaching at the University
oflowa. His specialty is voice entered in a contest put on by
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John Talbot to perform February 17

After this event, he strfpped
himself of his earthly vanities
and turned his life over to
Christ. Ever since then, Talbot has
performed in solo appearances
and with his brother, Terry,
witnessing
the goodness of
Christ.

Dor dt sponsors second New World Theatre Consortium

Sadie Faber

by Kelly Tien

CTAG, and was picked as the
best to reflect the Christian
world view. "A Lesson in
Flight" is about a young person who is seeking identity
and belief, and his teacher,
Leonardo, who represents the
striving of pure science.
Although ''A Lesson in Flight"
examines moral and theological issues,
it does so within
a framework
of humor and
history· as well as high sert-

ousness ,
Mr. Koldenhoven said the
basic aim of the consortium is
"to provide a place where
Christians involved in theater
'programs
can come together
and share their ideas on it, and
give encouragement
to the
young artist who is interested
in theater but is afraid he is
going to get Wiped out in the
big mean world. We also hope
that out of this thing we will
get a regional Christian theater. A theater that can be
honest and fun-Ioving, but at the
same time a witness to a Bib'lical perspective.
A theater
which puts on Christian plays,
plays with a definate hope
.inherent in them. "

Diarn,ond
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editorial
--------e<>:.-(Guest editorial by Fred Koning)
Vacations,
Eispecially Christmas
vacations, heighten my awareness of
time. There's something unique about this expe.rience, which I am sure we
all share. We not only realize a year has just passed, but we also anxiouslyanticipate
the opportunities
of the new year, (of the Lord's days yet to
come). Perhaps not all of our nostalgia is legitimate, but we can be assured that every day is the day of the Lord. 1 dare say that a legitimate
experience of this 'newness' is only clear to individuals who know Christ as
the Center of the day.
In addressing the 'Jordt community, I have the assurance that 1 speak to
the Chur ch-r--o-of which Dordt is an expression.
I want to assume that we
have all caught a glimpse of the cross as it was reflected in the cradle this
past vacation. At Dordt 1 want to find people who know who they are and
where they are going.
With all the optimism of a new year and mnew semester, it ~uld be unwise to lose sight of the past. For our future is connected with the past, and
our future is accented by our obedience in the present.
When, I look at both
my past and thatof Dordt, I am reminded in part of the words of the Preacher
in Ecclesiastes:
"Much wisdom, much grief, the more knowledge, the more sorrow. "
Much to our discredit, we, along with the rest of the Reformed community' have given the academic task a place it doesn't deserve.
We have found
ourselves working to the point of collapse in an effort to have the Bible touch
all areas of scientific endeavour. I'm afraid we have dope much of it at the
expense of life itself. Under the blessing of the cultural mandate looselyexegeted we have legitimatized immense work loads and have over-emphasized
new developments in theoretics ..
More specifically, we at Dordt have been guilty of creating such dilemnas
as: quantity vs. quality, credit vs. non-credit, study vs. entertainment,·
Chapel (confessional) vs, academics-i-even the Arts vs. the Sciences. In
fact much of our decision making revolves around the criterion:
"Will this
interfere with the academic process?" So much is a question of time, the
lack of it more frequently than not.
As a senior, I can say that every semester I have resolved to do things
.differently--buthave
oftenfoundmyseIfin the same predicament a few weeks
into the next "semester.
Is there an answer to thes dilemmas?
A wise man, explains the preacher, sees beyond these dilemmas. For he
truly knows the measure of man--he knows who he is. Wisdom and knowledge are never to take the place of his life. Science, in the eyes of wisdom,.
is only to be found within the bounds of religion (Life). It is a scaffold whereby he can meet his God, serving Him more clearly.
He doesn't expect the
results of his service to usher in the Kingdom (a Widespread 'intellectual conversion in North America), but rather sees His work in terms of obedience
or disobedience.
The wise student recognizes that his scientific task will
enable him to live more fully, especially in the opportunities it affords in
serving his brother and sister. A wiae man enjoys life, resting in the places
God gives (family and friends). Enjoying the gifts of God's creation, he has
eternal life - now in his experience.
Perhaps we at Dordt can take steps in.l977 to evaluate our way of life, "the
place of the academic task in It. May we be so practical that the structure
of the place will serve us - - in our service to Him. The preacher says:
"One last thing, my son, be warned that writing books involves endiess
hard wo rk, and that much study wearies the body. To 'sum up the whole
matter: fear God, and keep his commandments, since this is the whole
duty of man. For God will call all hidden deeds, good or bad, to judgement." Ecclesiastes 12:12-14.
Happy New Year:

.___.Diamond__..
The Diamond is published by students at Dordt College.
These students are
part of a wider Christian community which looks to Jesus Christ as the
Truth. We are striving to develop journalism which proclaims the Lordship
of Christ. Individual opiJ::!ioWlwillvary, but we hope that the communication
of these ideas will stimulate growth in the Christian community.
VVRITERS: Rena Vander Dussen and Cec Van Niejenhuis, editors, Pete Buhman,
Marj De Bruyn, Sally Kuipers, Ruth Metma , Kelly Tten, Ray veeabas,
TYJ?ISTS: Nelly Hazeu, editor, Sandy Boa, Sandra Elgersma, Joyce Owen, Betty
Paul, Dorenda Roos , Jane Tuininga, Carolyn Van Beek, Mary-Anne
Van Noord
LAYOUT WORKERS: Myra Ekdcm , editor, Liz EsseIink, Dave Crcenenbcom ,
Stan Krnis, Doreen Prins, Wendy Stienstra, Jane Tuininga, Colleen
Vander Weele, Grace Veldhuisen
ARTISTS:
Liz EsseIink, Gerald Folkerts, Jan Van Milligan
ADVISORS: Jack Vanden Berg and Mike Vanden Bosch
EDITOR:
Vern Van HofWegen
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by Jack M

On an arctic night last week dozens of Dordt College students trekked
the gymnasium to punish their bodies in penitence for some obscure sin;
went to play intramural basketball. Whatever possesses people to play intr
mural basketball is beyond me, even though 1 (myself) am in my fourth s
son, a battle-scarred veteran. The intramural basketball player is a cla
sportsman, a sort of combination Greek Olympian and Roman gladiator. Th
is none of the glamour of varsity basketball, with pep-bands and gushy-a
cheerleaders.
No cute freshmen girls ogle you as you walk down the h
You are out simply for love of The Game.
Unless your game is the first one scheduled, there won't be any locke
available.
You have to dump your clothes in a little pile on the floor.
8:30 or so the locker room reeks of sweat and Right Guard deodorant, Wh
you walk to and from the shower you stumble over naked bodies. Not a pl
ant place at all.
The playing floor often seems just as crowded. Most players seem
have learned their defensive maneuvers by watching the Chicago Bullspl
the Detroit Pistons. Aesthetics are sacrificed in favor of physical violen
The best way to stop a man from scoring is to belt him whenever he gets,
ball. That is (part ofjthe beauty of intramurals.
Once you run out there
your tennis shoes and jockstrap you are among equals. No one is above
kick in the shins or an elbow in the face. Now that the faculty has a te
you have a golden opportunity to beat up on your English professor. All
good fun.
t
A professional basketball player once suggested that basketball should
played without keeping score.
People would go to basketball games for
saniereasons they go to ballet. He was off his rocker.
But at the intrarn
ral level it might be nice not to keep score. Many games are so one-si
that the winning team is embarrassed, and the losing team suffers psych
logical trauma. When you are losing 52 to 4 some of the thrill is gone.
Did the Romans keep score when they threw Christians in to the lions
Heck no. The drama of sports is the physical confrontation.
Can 1hum
iate this man or wi.ll he humiliate me? No one really cares about someth
as abstract as a final score. The true sports are those in which the outeo
is decisive, the winner is a conquering hero, the loser is a dejected b
Whocan get excited about such quasi-sports as platform diving? A com
er digests some numbers and decides that someone won by three tenths of
percentage point. Boxing, in contrast, is a true sport: the winner holds
his arms in 'trtumph, the loser is lying unconscious in a corner. Boxing
be the world's most boring sport, until someone starts to falter. Then
true sports fan will cease being his usual placid self, and will turn into
bloodthirsty maniac. Hewill jump to his feet in a frenzy and start sere
ing, "Kill him! Kill him!" That is true sport, the universal struggle
dominance, for survival.
Intramural basketball has' much the same flavor. No one cares wha
your academic performance is;' once you walk out on the floor YQU h;tYl'
prove your manhood, 'bi ~o\Ubat; ,,:'
" .• ",'
. " "
': '.'.
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The parking lot problem

bout that "other" college

•

o the editor:
Northwestern. That "other" college. You're sitting over there, ten miles
ay, and we're over here. With a no-man's land of frozen corn stubble
tween us. We meet only in brief clashes on the baskethall court- - or at·the
ack Knight.'
.
Whyshould the people of our sister college- -so close to us physically, and
many other ways too--be strangers to us? We have roots in a common
utchness , " a common Calvinism,
a common midwest culture, arid most
portant.a common faith. But instead of sharing these blessings we've both
ngiven, we share the curses of suspicion and ignorance. We frankly don't
owwhat's going on on each others' campuses.
Why not?
Before I was invited to last month's "Winter Advance" in Inspiration Hills
Northwestern's
English Club, I couldn't say that I really knew a single
W student. But during those hours of food, fire, music, and discussion,I
gantodiscoversomething.
There are people at NW who are asking, "What's
really like at Dordt ?" "Do they really ...
T" There are people at NW who
e interested in what we are doing. We need to realize that we are not the
y community in the world that is struggling to make Christian analyses.
the sciences,
the mass media, me arts. NW is there, it has
people
us, yet different enough that we may find our life as the members of
rist's body strengthened by knowing them.
Yes, but Dordt and Northwestern do co-operate on alot of things. After
, we work together' on inter-liabrary
loan, we transfer credits in many
cademic areas, we share guest lecturers (like Dr. Mcintyre) and we put up
sters thatNWsends us ("when they're something worthwhile") and we both
ong to the CMA - -whatever that is.
Butsomehowthese aren't enough. They're too impersonal.
They don't get
off our five acres and onto theirs. Our administration
feels it's gone as
far as is appropriate in co-operating with Northwestern - -without laying Dordt's
distinctive educational values on the line. But there's so much opportunity
for friendship, for informal co-operationthat
we've so far ignored--things
thatshould not threaten the colleges' individualities but instead enrich them.
Howcan we start? With simpler things. We need Northwestern's
directory
at our switchboard.
There should be many more copies of Northwestern's
catalogincirculationhere,
sothatwecan
know what they offer academically.
The leaders of campus clubs and organizations might find it helpful to keep
in contact wit:l1their colleagues in Orange City.
Andwhat about worshipping together 'I Some of us could drop in on Northwestern's daily chapel from 9:20-.10:00 each morning (compulsory except
for Tuesdays and Thursdays)
We ought to invite one another to those great
Sunday night hymnsings in the SUB. And maybe we ought to work toward
celebrating a combined worship service, using the gym here or there.
Let's find outthe open-house hours at NW dorms. Let's put more posters
up advertising our activities: maybe "Illumination" can help bridge the communication gap--we know that many NW students tune in. Let's see about
sharing those special facilities like our observatory and their art center. We
ought to try and line up semester dates so that we could travel together.
. The list goes on. So, as we haul that cartload of Christi~
scholarship,
let's not run with blinkers
on, blind
to the horsepower right there
in
harness next to us. Instead. let's pull together. And if any Northwestern
students are reading this , and I hope you are, try saying to yourselves seven
times, ''Dordt's warts are people too. "
Dan van Heyst

To the editor:
We have a little complaint to present to the community of Sioux Center.
To begin with, we appreciate the enthusiasm that this community has for;
sports--in this case, basketball. But, when it takes half an hour or more to
get a car out of the parking lot durmg games, the whole basketball
set-up
can go down the drain, for our part. It is not only our cars that are blocked
in during games, but all the car s on the east side of the parking lot, west of
the trailers and the gym. Often we get blocked in, but if spectators did not
park in both entrances and exits, the hassle could be avoided.
Perhaps a bit of diligent patrolling by our police force and the co-operation
by spectators would help to alleviate the bad feelings on the part of the people
who regularly use this area. It would also allow the spectators to watch the
game without disturbance.
jo-Anne Feenstra
Cleon McLure
Joe Baker

To the cows of lashan
Hear the words of Amos, which he envisioned in visions concerning God's
chosen people.
The Lord roars from Zion
And from Jerusalem HE;utters his voice
"For three transgressions of Israel and for four
I will not revoke its punishment,
For they have sold into slavery
the poor who can't repay their debts;
They trade them for a pair of shoes.
They trample the poor like 'the dust
and kick aside the. meek.
"Yet it was I who destroyed the Amorite before them,
And it was I who brought you up from the land of Egypt,
And I led you in the wilderness forty years
that you migbt ta~e possession of the land.
"Hear this word, you cows of Bashan who are on the mountains of Samaria
and oppress the poor and crush the needy,
and turn them aside in the gate
Woe to those who are at ease in God's city
And to those who feel secure in the mountain of Samaria. ,,Don't these words speak to us? Amos is talking about a comfortable lifestyle which ignores the cries of the needy. How about when we've not eaten
all our food and someone says, "Think about all the starving people in
Africa."
Can we really make a joke of that, or do we trample the poor in
the dust? Is it not God, the Lord of all people, who has blessed us? Does
not our salvation therefore require a concern for all of God's people? How
can we live secure?
The problems
of this world everywhere
are indeed our problems, we
must not turn our back. A hungry person in India makes a demand on our
life. Christ's gospel is antithetical to a secure; recluse life in Sioux.Center.
But what can we do? First, read again the brochure handed out a couple
months ago by the CRWRc. "For Your Sake He Became Poor." Then I would
suggest that what we can do is fast. Giving our money isn't enough, for God
asks us to give of ourselves.
When we fast we can feel the pinch ourselves
and better understand
how their problems are our problems.
But even
more, we save some food from being wasted on thoughtless people. I suggest that the Comf'lons not serve a meal, perhaps Friday night, and send
the money saved to CRWRC, It won't be easy. But nobody said it would be.
To God be the gloryl
Don Elwell

•
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Dordt Blades host hockey tournament
by Cec Van Niejenhuis

will be the last event on tne
in the drive to qual.ify for the
The Dordt College Blades are
tournament schedule.
.
semi-finals
which are schedpresently hosting their second
The
Blades
come
into
tournuled
to
begin
Friday
evening
at
annual International
Hock-ey
ament play with an 8-2 record
Tournament at the Sioux City 7:30.
in play with Iowa school teams.
The
Dor
dt
Blades
will
particAuditorium. The tournament is
They expect high caliber hockrunning from Wednesday, Feb- ipate in the opening match with
Mufflermeh on ey action with a strong empharuary 2 through Saturday, Feb- the Stratford
sis on fast skating and posiWednesdayat7:30
p.m. Thurs
ruary5. Visiting teams include
9:15p,m., Dordt ional play from these experitwo'from both Winnipeg, Man- 'dayeveniggat
will play the Road Runners from enced teams. Those wishing
itoba and Thunder Bay, Ontartn
to watch the action can take
Thunder Bay, and the Thunder
as well as one team from
the buses provided for fans.
Stratford, Ontario.
•
Bay Wolves will face the Blades
These buses will leave the SUB,
Three sets of games are
at 11:45 a.m. Friday.
scheduled, one on Wednesday
The consolation and champi- one hour and fifteen minutes
prior to the first game in each
evening beginning at7:30p.m.,
onship matches will be played
another on Thursday at the
Saturday beginning at 9:00 a. m , set. Following regular tournament play on Friday afternoon
same time, and a third set on
Immediately
following
these
FridaybegtnntIig an.O:OOa.
games,
the 'presentations of there will be an hour of public
skating for those interested.
Each team plays once per set
trophies to the three' top teams'
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c. T. Me-Intire discusses

role of Institute

It has been reported that .C. T. Mcintire went over the heads of (and lost)
a few people in his audience during his recent lectures.
That doesn't surprise him too much.
As a historian,
he gets very many different interesting reactions.
When we chatted with him one afternoon, he explained what
he and some of his colleagues at the Institute for Chr.istian Studies in Toronto
are trying to do.
DIAMOND: What is the function of the Institute?
MCINTIRE: Well, the Institute as a whole works on the philosophy of different fields. We're an interdisciplinary
institute, in which we cross and connect different fields by discussing the philosophy behind them. An example
would be the seminar I am involved with. Three of us, a systematic philosopher, a historian of~philosophy, and myself, a historian, are discussing,
along with some students, the philosophy of history.
Now, the systematic
philosopher would deal with the theory of theory: What makes up theory? I
know how !think history should be written.
And the philosophy historian sees
what people have done in the past with questions we are dealing with.
DIAMOND: What about the Institute's beginning.
Has its history hurt it or
helped it?
MCINTIRE: There was a time when the Institute was trying to find its identity: What was it? It began in the late 60' s so that people were used to being
more tumultuous.
The faculty is still relatively young, ranging from 30to
43. I think we're becoming more open. We're located on the University of
Toronto campus, but we're still independent. We're right within the Toronto
school of theology which Includes Anglicans and Catholics and every other
imaginable group, so we've been able to expand and interact quite a bit. We
do a lot of exchanging of speakers and so. I guess the biggest thing right
now is the fact that we are starting to publish where we can get to the people.
My book will be going to Oxford Press, and Olthuis's book about marriage
went through Harper and Row.
In our discussions,
we find disagreements,
but you do see a lot of good
ideas. People who thought Roman Catholics were strange with parochial ideas
often found that some Roman Catholic historians have ideas very similar to
the Reformed tradition, even coming close at times to' Dooyeweerd's thinking.
We're seeing different questions which can be asked .

.. ... they start thinking that maybe those people who are
struggling with basic questions may be worth
listening to and helping."
DIAMOND: How do you explain the importance of studying something like the
philosophy of history to people who don't see its relevance?
MCINTIRE: It's always difficult. There have always been pat answers, both
good and bad. Good ones include, "It helps give you a trained liberal mind in
order to see things broadly, "Well, anything can do that, Including physics.
Right now, the Institute is at the point where it wants to explain itself to the
public and show that kind of advanced study is really.~rmane
to life.

. When the idea of progess fell through.after WW II and into the 60's, ctvtlization and individuals lost sense of direction, and their day to day activit!
became very meaningless.
Money could only last so long, and it wasn't ha
piness, That's a philosophy of history kind of problem at that point.
There is a growing awareness.
People know that they are lostindirect!o
jostled by change, and they start thinking that maybe those people who
struggling with basic questions may be worth. listening to and helping. Wh
I first came back from Enzland, I had interesting reactions to me and
Institute. They'd say, "Well, do you really believe this or that?" or"Why
you so controversial?"
or "Are you really Marxist or what?" or "Do y
really denigrate the Bible?" Now I·get, "Hey, thanks a lot for that article y
wrote. Can you dig into it further?" or "I appreciated that idea. I don't a
but can we talk aboirt it ?" It's that kind of attitude. change that is encouraging.

Dordt I Northwestern join for
weekend "advance"
by Dave Groenenboom
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A glance inside the new
cha I-music buildin

The Reformed Church campground near Fairview,
South
Dakota Was the setting for a
weekend retreat
held January
20-21.
The retreat, actually
called an "advance, " was hosted by English students from
Northwestern College.
It was designed to promote
communal interest in the problems that prospective Christian writers face in a world full
of non-Christian
publishers.
Approximately 20 people, students and faculty from Dordt
and Northwestern, attended the
advance.
Friday evening the advancers
watched the film ..Conroy" after which a discussion Was
held. Saturday's activities Included a panel discussion
in
the morning, and informal, discussions,
along with a good
dose of foosball and ping pong
and pool, in the afternoon.

A number of topics were
touched on in the panel discussion.
Hugh Cook from
Dordt and Paul Borgman, a
professor from Northwestern,
agreed that Christian writers
should not, but often do, develop persecution complexes.
Borgman stressed
his belief
that good Christian writers can
and do get published.
Many opinions were voiced,
between bites of doughnuts and
sips of hot chocolate, concerning what constitutes Christian
writing,
and about what place
literature
has in our lives.
One attitude that was conspicuously and joyfully absent from
most of the discussions was
that ofliterary elitism, Something that often is in the foreground when literary
people
talk about what everyone else
should be reading.
Although
many
modern

Chr lstian writings were de~
nounced as poor' literature (the
Pat Boone and Roy Rogers inspirational
books), the deep
piety and constant struggles
that are brought out in wtitings
of this genre were rec-gnized,
Professor
Meeter, another
of the Dordt people at the advance, summed it up this way:'
"I thought it was a great informal experience that students
from Dordr and NortJiwestern
could get together and discuss
an area of mutual interest.
Inspiration Hills is a beautiful
place to meet: the hills, the
trees and the fireplace atmosphere added to the discussions,
The people there demonstrated
a sensitivity and understanding
of the Christian's place in the
world, an understanding
that
being a disciple of Chrtst
means something for a Christ ..
ian student as he decides on'a
vocation. "
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l look at a victim of the man-made machine

by Clarence Witten
and Vern Van Hofwegen

When was the last time you walked into your faortte store intending to buy an item or two, but
nne out with five or six? You really didn't need
iat "Helpful Hints for Homes" magazine or that book
l1led "Simple Steps to Fix Your Car. " I'll use it
smettme , you thought to yourself. Later, when those
ems start messing up your room or collecting dust,
)u may wonder why you bought them in the first
;ace. Have you ever considered that perhaps you
ere the victim of a mild conspiracy? Were you,
n:haps supposed to buy them?
Displays of Items can easily be placed in astra- .
>glc manner, trying to get you to buy things you
lally don't need. In Sioux Center's Hy-Vee, fllr
tample, you'll find displays of eight-track tapes,
aperbacks , magazines and even pipes in front of
e store where you can't help but bump into them.
ho goes into a grocery store looking for a tape or
10k? lfpresented to you.though, you may just pick
ie up.

Basic nece .. ities

(!DJTOR' S NOT!: We do

Other items, too, seem to be in a significant
peci:fied position in Hy-Vee , Is it by coincidence
iat the bread and milk, two basic necessities,
are
I opposite corners or the store?
Or could the intent
e to make you walk by many other inviting displays?
m Hootman, Hy-Vees manager, says it is because
rat particular store was bought with the refrigerarr in the back corner. lnotherHy-Vee
stores bread
nd milk are often in the same aisle, he claims.
'ravelling to LeMars,
though, we find the same
.oorplan; although the LeMars Hy-Vee has its bakryon the same aisle as the milk, they've delibertely placed their large bread display in the oppoite corner of the store.
"...... by Aile _

DOt

iDteDdto black oat the name of

Hy-Vee because we see Hy-Vee as as much of a victim of the
machine as we are.

There are many

used, but this one was close to home.

examples we could have
We wish to t:ha.nk

J im

Hootman for all of his cooperatlon.}

"Advertising, "says Hootman, "is for keeping yo ur
name and services in front of the public eye." We
can commend Hy-Vee here because there seems to
be an attempt to simply present what they are selling, thus letting the customer make up his mind.
Many businesses
do that much, but many are also
caught up in the rat-race
of doing more. By presenting their goods in a certain way, (often to our
sub-conscious) that happiness and smiles go hand
. in hand with their products. Drink this coffee .and
you'll'have an ace day or chew our gum to send the
blues away. One wonders what (or who) they are
selling: the woman or the car (XR7, in particular),
peace of mind or insurance, popularity and several
useful appeals or tooth paste.
These appeals to one's pride, emotions or sexual
desires
often seem So blatantly foolish, at least
when we're in a thinking mood when confronted by
diem.
Yet, they must be doing something or the
companies wouldn't be s pending money on them.
We probably wouldn't be spending money on all of
diose products either.

Service

Service: providing for the people's "needs," providing for one' s own pocketbook, over and against
the other similar "serving" store in town. Can
businesses
claiming to be a service explain all of
dleir schemes as. a method of serving?
Hootman
says, "We bave a commodity and a service just like
everyone else."
And so, the advertising
and the
schemes keep the machine turning, grinding: grinding until those small,
personal,
caring PEOPLE
who are truly excited about their calling (such as
. me 'handling of food, be it in the field or on the
In. no.way ~ we isola~ Hr:-Ve.e ~ca~e,
as .me shelf) are crumpled up and spit into the shredder.
saying goes, Everybody s doing It.
They are Just Competition.
Service.
:me clog in the capitalist machine, a huge monster,
trying to engulf all of us. It's much more than srmNutrition
ply a case of Hy-Vee doing a no-no. It's the entire
~usiness world taking the customer under their roof,
Sugar-filled cereals surround a new toy which the
lIIaki.ngup his mind for him and telling him what to child has always wanted, and the store has sold aniIo. He is, after all, merely a tool or means to be other box of "food." It seems all you have to do is
(ab)used to make a fat profit, isn't be?
change the name and/or shape of your product (noLet's face it. No product sells simply because it's thing like a Prtngles l ) in order to' continue the
good, does it? So there's advertistng.
Hootman sales. But whose responsibility is nutrition?
Profeels that "in order to get the people to come to you, ducers seem to be putting out more nutritional
you have to sell yourself to 'the people." He repre"natural" foods' once in a while, but is that a result
tents many others whose function would seem to be of their concern or a new money-making market?
!hedistribution and handling of food. Yet, it seems., Or should the retailers regard the issue as theirs?
to become a complicated,
cold business when one Hootman believes that "what is nutritional for you
aas to almost stick his foot out in order to entice the and myself may not be nutritional for a two-week-old
customersito
buy more of what they '.'need." You baby or an 80-year-old
woman. It's hard to pick
aave to sell your food. You have to sell yourself. items that fit everybody'S needs.
We're here to
It seems one would forget his purpose in life if he give them anything they want. "
were caught up in sucb a sale.
We could ask another question: Should producers
Furthe~
the conversation he added, "We try to and retailers "serve" the consuming buyer by giv"
nake the people feel thatwe're here to serve them." ing them what they want or should they consider
:t s.ounds·very noble, very nice q,f them. Every- what is best for the buyer and, especially, for'sollOdy's out to serve.
Everyone is working for ~e ciety at large (the Third World, for example) and
community.· Well, if you don't claim to be a serthe land we're living on? (Think about the types of
rice, how oan you expect the masses; the. Igrowth, containers we use' and how they affect pollution and
the gains?'
•.
wa~...
te of our natural resources. )
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Profit-sharing
Hy- Vee utilizes a profit- sharing idea through which
all employees receive additional money at the end of
each year, proportional to the profits of that year.
This money goes d ire c t 1Y into a trust for them.
Through this means it is believed that the workers
will be more responsible and "put out" better. This
does not only help increase sales, Hootman feels,
but it also benefits customers because it is meant
to result in better services,
fuller shelves anda
friendlier atmosphere.
That gets people under the
roof.
Everything is full, friendly, better, bigger,
brighter.
Service.
The circle become's vicious.
All stores in the Hy- Vee chain are run very individually. Each manager is entirely responsible for
his own store's products, layouts and prices.
This
could mean that someone in a neighboring town may
be paying a different price for a sack of sugar at
their Hy- Vee than we do at ours. Does the value of
that sugar really change from one store to another?
What then governs how the managers settheir prices?
Do they, perhaps, charge as much as they believe a
customer is willing to pay? Is this how prices are
determined?
Any "good businessman" would deny this, but the
value of a bag of sugar, as an example, often seems
to change in proportion to our "needs" and our willingness to pay.
Terrible! you say?
That big bad
business world sure is mean, isn't it? Well, before
we self-righteously
wipe out the business field, lets
destroy our own Monopoly games. When selling
buying school books, for example, don't we try to
sell for as mucl1 as possible and buy for as little as
possible? Are we to have-any, if not an equal, concern for the other person, making sure the price is
fair to both sides, thus loving our neighbor as ourselves?
Perhaps most of us could set up a fairly successful
advertising agency using our past car-selling experience.
Oh, we didn't mention women or cash rebates, but neither did we mention that the compression in the third cylinder is low, the ball joints are
shot and the transmission is estimated to last another
hundred miles.
Is there any way out if we don't shack up in some
northern woods, living like pioneers?
It will help,
fur a start to remember who we are working for.
The business enterprise isn't one person, but it is
a thing, a god of which we become a part.

0,

True service
Our work, and our purpose must come from tile God
who made the food, people and community in the first
place. Economics involve all of us, but our jobs on
earth must not focus completely on the economic part
of our lives. Our service to people around us must
be directed by our obedience to the commands of God.
That will bring quality and justice.
That will bring satisfaction to work, good employee-employer relationships (without employee ownership), and a fairness in pricing. And when one remembers his calling instead of his net income, his responsibility to
creation is easier to see and work towards.
Let's pray that we, as students in business and in
all the other fields so totally infected with economic
bloat, may break away from and help others get out
of the machine which keeps us running around in circles.

February 3, 1977

Diamond

Just goin' around singin!, about things ·I'veseen
Larry Groce? Well, yes, isn't he the singer of
"Junk Food Junkie, "a former top 40 hit? That he
is, but what else do you know about him? If you
heard the concert in TePaske theater, you have
somewhat of an idea. He followed Len Van Noord
to the SUB, and we took him downstairs to talk a bit,
Larry Groce has an original brand of music which
he says "is. hard to describe since it's not really
pop, country or folk, It's a folk-style without being traditional. It's a country-flavor 'cause I'm
from the south. "
"The words are important in my songs, " claims
Groce when .asked what makes a song good. As a
writer of music for himself and others, he continues, "they (the songs) show a concern with human
nature and its status with the world. The songs say
something that I want to say. Nothing is acciden-

tal. "
Groce likes to write songs that tell stories,
"I
also like to write about America and the American
scene," says Groce. "Ldori't mean thar in the sense
of •Ode to America' or things like that, but rather,
things that I've written about are thtngs which
I believe are very American. I like to write about
places" a lot of my songs have a sense of place, you
get a sense of travelling or being in a certain area
by listening to them, Almost all of my funny songs
are just pokin' fun of American habits, Like "Junk
Food Junkie, "this seem s to be a very characteristic
thing, I'm not saying this is good or bad, just that
this is the way that it is. "
Groce continued, "Every song has a message, just
like every story has a theme. 'The theme is the message, All of my songs have a theme. They're definitely not preaching.
None of my songs say'thtsts
right or this is wrong,' In fact, most of the time,
I just try to point out what certain people are like
and with it goes the message of 'are you any better
than they are?' . "
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no record company wanted to touch "Junk Food Junkie"
of a song which a record company looks for. "Sin
until Groce and his pro d u c e r marketed it thema lot of music is for dancing
t cr, it's functional.
selves),
there's the beat or something which attracts the lisIn the songwriting and performing .world, there art: tener to it. In the record industry, this something
standards.
When asked to comment on the liberal,
is called a hook. Producess are always looking foropen use of sex in most of the top 40 songs, Groce a certain kind of hook in a song, It may be an elecreplied,
"I've found that most of the people who do tricguitarsolo,
the bum. .bum, ,bpmm., .bumbumthis simply have low standards,
I couldn't believe
babum .. ,bum., . bum .. which you hear 84 times
that they were doing this seriously and not just conthe beat.
descendingly writing this music which sounds like
"In 'Junkie' the hook was the idea of the song whic
'shlopto me. Yet, when Imet the people, they think Was an unusual kind of hook , Most of the top 40 songs
this is really groovy, really great. Of course, someon the charts today are dance songs. If you don't do
.. times they're not at all interested in music, just the dance music, then you have to figure out how your
scene around them.
.
As a songwriter, Groce feels that in some songs,
music fits in. It's hard to break in that way. "
"!think you can tell alot about people by the songs
the lyrics aren't meant to be good, just functional.
Larry Groce has not had another hit song. But that
they've written or even if they just sing the songs, " could be because he is involved with so many oth
An example would be a disco dance song. "The Iyrobserved Groce,
cause they've accepted it if they things. He has been nominated for a Grarnmy award
ics aren't supposed to have any kind of message exsing it and want to be identified with it. It must be
cept just the purpose of getting people to dance, "
(the equal of an Oscarj.for a O1ildren's record that
says Groce.
"The rythmic nature of the lyrics is a part of you or you wouldn't sing it. You wouldn't
he wrote for Walt Disney entitled "Pooh for Presintended to get people to dance, It was the same with sing something that you were really against. "
ident."
Also, he has been working on a pilot for a
rock 'n' roll. The words were just to fit the beat of
children's
show to be shown on CBS Television if It
the song,
What makes up good lyrics is the same
is bought. This is in addition to the many on the rna
thing which makes up good literature or good anyGroce says the record companies are "not artistic,
concerts that Groce performs.
thing else, what they say and how they say it. "
aesthetlc e n d e a v o r s , They are like 3-M, IBM,
So for Larry Groce, the 28-year-old songwriterSpeaking frankly,
Groce
says t~at "Junk Food they're businesses, and the people at the top, almost
singer from Dallas, Texas, ends another run-of-theJunkie" has not made him a "superstar,
but it has
invariably, are not musicians, but businessmen and mill interview with one of the many colleges that he
opened up many other doors of opportunity for me.
lawyers. Musicians are a minority in a record com- visits in his ten months of touring every year,
He
I'm not Peter Frampton, Jackson Brown or anyone
pany. So you have to know that from the start. Don't had talked faster than the average interviewee, fillof the groovy people. " He rocked in the chair as he go in their thinking, 'Hey, they're gonna' deal with ingin only 20 minutes ,of cassette time. He left for
reflected. 'Once I sold it to the people, then the recmy mustc!' That's not the way it is at all. They are
a seminar in the OJristian grade school. "They like
ord companies wanted it and bought it," (By getting
there to distribute product, and you are product. "
us to make up songs, "he added, "and we never know
it to the people, Groce is referring to the fact that
He talked sarcastically
about me characteristics
where that's going to lead us, but it's fun, "
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Business enterprises
I

Writing deadline: April 9

Question: What is forensics club?
Dordt Sophomore: "Isn't that a rifle club of some sort?"
Another typical answer: "Is that something like arsenic?"

'-
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Last Friday morning at 5:00 a.m ,
four students and two
professors
met the -7QO F (windchill) weather as they drove
away in a D>rdt van. 10:00 a. m., and they arrived at Iowa
State University in Ames.
/
Sle Oppeneer, Kathy Vis, Dan Van Heyst and Kae Evink enJoYspeaking and interpretive reading. Professors
Vander Kooi
and Veenstra also show an interest.
In the forensics tournament at Ames, no one from Dordt placed, but Kathy made the
finals (three of the six finals placed),
"Yet," says Kathy, "it's always worth it because it's a chalIenge.
You're constantly taking one speech and reworking it,"
She feels the Dordt students involved in the tournament also
want to present a message.
"That seems to be our goal. Everyone else is concerned about winning. We want to develop
our talents and present a solid witness. You don't have to be
a great speaker, and the benefits you gain are worth it. "
They are especially excited about a tournament for Dordt students to be held on campus March 3 (Thursday night), Posters
will provide more information,
Other possibilities include a
tape tourney (tape deadline is February 24) to be judged in
F1~ri~ and a live tournament
at Mankato St~te-,~~,March 1.1~
,...;::a..lJ;;;,;;;;.;;;.:.~--....
· __ '
,;.;.'
__. '_'_'
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Two monetary awards of$lOO
and $50 will be given to the two
Dordt students who have made
the most significant wtiting
contribution during the '76'77 school year.
All selections - - of prose,
poetry, fiction, essays and
articles -- must have been
written during
the '76-'77
school term and give evidence
of sustained quality,
Students applying for the awards should submit their
writing pieces to HughCook.o.r
Mike Vanden Bosch, English
professors,
before April 9.
Any writing published in either
the "Diamond" or "Cannon"
may also be entered.
These awards are' 'from aa
anonymous friend of the coll':lfi'"
EnRishde~':1','1'~It
Wl.'!U
l!-':.,1;he.elltt;l!'s.," •. ,
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--------.c<>>-.RCA and CRC

the fu t u r e
questionable.

of the

Notice: the Pre-Sern club is
not an elitist group. And their
meetings are very open. "On
February 16 (Wednesday) at'
7:30 p.m., you are welcome
to join the future preachers
club as they listen to P. Y. De
[ong, CRC pastor in Shel don,
Iowa, and Earl Kennedy, professor of religion at Northwestern. talk about "Christian education: CRCandRCA views."
Afterwards you may di scuss
as you enjoy the refreshments
provided. Plen.ty of
room
too--C160.

Remember the

program

coffeehouse?

Tom Van Engen talked about
it last semester--but
everyone
sort of gave up on it all when
they couldn't find a building.
"It's not about coffee and it's
not a house, " said Tom, "It's
an idea. It's a group of people
who see the need to talk, to
help, to do anything. " He says
communication is what they're
working for.
"There's
so much to do,"
Tom gets excited when he talks
The breakfast expansion about it, "and so many people
say we need a building first,
Beginning on January 31, 1977, hut 1 think we've got to talk
the Dordt College Commons about what we'll do and then
extended the i r
continental
move on in faith. The Lord will
breakfast hours until 9:00a. m .. provide the building. "
The charge during the extra
Tom says most Sioux Center
hour is $.25 for boarding sturesidents "won't support somedents and $1. 00 for non-boardthing until they see something
there in front of them. 1 think
ers.
According to Common's per- we've just got to get our heads
sonnel, the hours were extendtogether on the thing first. "
ed mainly because of student
Youand your head are welcome
request.
Yet the turn-out has to Cl60 on Monday night at 9:00
been extremely poor. making
to discuss the possibilities.

Women's BB
Dordts women came from
behind in the second half to
defeat Morningside 68-65 in
basketball action Monday night
Swit chi n g defence strategy
midway through the second half
Dordt's team overcame a seven
point deficit in an exciting rally
that went down to the win.

The fumes you heard
about
On Thursday.
January 27,
1977, about ten Dordt Students
who had just returned from a
free night of swimming at the
pool were stricken with a very
uncomfortable
feeling. This
adverse feeling turned out to
be carbon monoxide poisoning;
when fumes from the furnace
infiltrated the building and resulted in a few cases of fainting. Syne Sybesma, the director
of the swimming pool, explained by saying that the situation
resulted from a combination
of severe winds, cold weather
and a dirty furnace.
Because
of these factor's, the exhaust
of air consisting heavily of
carbon monoxide in the dres.sing rooms was not put out but
instead infiltrated throughout
the building. Those persons
using the dressing rooms were
not getting enough oxygen, thus
the poisoning.
After a day and a half shutdown, the pool was ready for
use on Saturday at'2:00 p, m.
'.'It was a once-in-a-lifetime
happening and should never
happen again,"
commented

•

Sybesma.

...

Hanke takes a look at sour grapes
by Steve Huisken

ing out it was filmed by an obAs I walked into the SUB cofscure Chilean sheepherder in
fee shop 1 saw Hanke staring
into his cup of tea. Two windhis basement.
mill cookies were lying on the
Hanke looked into his cider
table.
and said nothing. 1 was get"How was your vacation,
ting worried.
Maybe, its a
Hanke?" I said.
As Hanke problem with one of these
Dordt meisjes.
And just aflooked up I detected that his
ter he got over last semester
vacation [lad been bad .
.when he got shot down with a '
"Have a windmill cookie,"
"Sorry, not this week, I've I
he said, looking into his stygot bubonic plague. "
rofoam cup.
"Did you know that walton's '
"What's wrong, Hanke?" His
eyes had that burt look that '" mountain is just a lousy hill in
person gets after shelling out Unfver sal Studios?" .he blurted. I felt relieved--only
TV
$2.50'to see Surtive and findproblems •
... "Did you know that Timmy's

calen-dar
~huI'S, Feb. 3

rio Feb. 4
at. Feb. 5

Defenders fac:e Cenlral,
Northwestern
The Dordt Defenders played
goodball last week and posted
two victories,
one a conference match.
On Wednesday.
[anuaryZo, Sioux Falls College
visited Dordt
and provided
even, hard fought competition
that showed up in the 66-65
. score" Thevisitingteam
from
Dakota State also fell to the
Defenders.
The Sioux Falls team held a
·slim lead most of the game but
the Defenders kept it close. A
strong second half allowed the
Defenders to finish ahead by
one point. The match was extremely
tight and provided
much excitement and tension.
. Dordt forwards Rip and Crull
led the s coring with a.combined
48 points. Rebounding efforts
reflect
the even play, with

gribl;;ng, },6' .a,riq tb,e,

Bra;v"s

pulling down 35 in this' cOnfer-

Mon. Feb. 7

ence match.
ues , Feb. 8
hurs. Feb. 10
On Saturday,
Dakota State.
fell behind early in the game,
rio Feb. 11
but came back to keep the score
close. Dordt was able to feed
their big men under the basket
while Dakota State could not
penetrate Dordt' s defensive
interior.
They received good 1outside shooting, however, and
forced the Defenders to work
hard.
The game closed with
Dakota's coach blasting the
referee, but intervening players kept the situation from beat. Feb. 12
coming serious.
Dordt's next two home games
are als 0 conference games,
the first
against
Central
College on Saturday afternoon.
.the other against cross"<:ountry
~on. Feb. 14
rivals Northwestern Raiders.
Feb., ~5
Thi,s .'\la~<;h}V,illbe. Tuesd a y " (;..~es.
hurs. Feb. 17
Feb. 8, at 7:30 p. m.
-.
.,~ , ,..., ....... ,.

......

...
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-9:15-10:45 pm, Hockey Tournament at Sioux City;
DoOOtvs. Roadrunners
Men's Basketball at Westmar
woments Basketball vs . Buena Vista at Dordt
-11:45 am-l:15 pm, Hockey Tournament at Sioux City;
Dordt vs, the Wolves
-3:30 pm,
Men's Basketball vs. Central at Dordt
-9:00 am- lldS am, Hockey Tournament Consolation
Came at Sioux City
-11:30 am~1:4S pm • Hockey Tournament Championship
at Sioux City
-6:30 & 9:00 pm, Film "Grapes of Wrath" C160
Women's Basketball at Briar Cliff
-7:00 pm.
Biology Club Meeting
Our Brother's Keepers Meeting; Guest
-7:00 pm,
speaker--Mrs. Cail Hall
-7:30 pm,
Men' s Basketball vs Northwestern at Dordt
-7:30-8:30 pm, Dr. Donald Drew; "The Christian Approch
to Contemporary Culture" C160
-10:20-11:10 am, Dr. Howard Martin; liThe Basics of
Voice Training for the Stage: Methods and
Resources" CI60
-11:15-12:05 am, Dr. Drew; "The Christian as Cinema
Artist and Viewer" C160
-1:15-1:45 pm. Ms, Carol Velman; II What is the Christian
Theater Artists Guild?" West Commons
-2:00-2:55 pm, Dr. Jennifer Martin; Acting-Essentials in
Movement; Approaches and Resources C160
-6:30-7:30 pm , Dr. Drew; "Inspiring the Young Artist to
His Cultural Task" C160
Men's Basketball at Bellevue

mother from Lassie smokes
cigars in realllte'!"
IvoHied.
"No!" gasped Hanke.
"I'm just kidding, Hanke.'"
I didn't have the guts to completely devastate his faith in.
TV. I changed the subject.
"Are you going to see Grapes
of Wrath on Saturday, Hai1ke'?"
"lguess SO. At least movies
are still genuine. Besides, I.
never finished the book in hig h
school. Who is in it, any- I
way?" Hanke's spirit was rising.
"Henry Fonda."
"I thought the film was about
a bunch of Okies who shoot
down tractors," quipped Hanke.
"Part of the movie is, Hanke."
"Well then, what's a GAF
movie camera salesman doing
in it?"
I was stumped.
Before I
could
reply
Hanke said
••,rt1.,.

d

' . d

'

'

vuange
my rmno , I m not
~oing to it. It'll probably be
IOnTV sooner or later anyway."
"But Hanke, they'll probably
lreJ;llakeit into a bad serialized
version like Serpico have 2
.
.
'ff
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SItuation comedy S,plI;lOs, an
.
~ Saturday morning cartoon
-8:00 pm,
Play, Lesson in FlIght, TePaske Theatre
'I'd
th
..
1
.
serIes.
see
e orlgtna
-9:00- 9:45 am. Responding to Lesson in Flight (CI60).
~"h'l
" H nk
d
Respondents: Howard Martin ( on voice
IYVl
1 e you can.
a e stare
technique and interpretation). Jennifer Marth ~lankly.
.
(on movement and meaning of movement),
"Meet you in CI60 at 6:30
Keith Allan (on technical needs for the
Saturday," he said.
If you
production when it opens}, James Koldenhodonlt make the 6:30 showing
veil:(on perspective)
!with Hanke then make the
Women's Basketball vs. Northwestern at Dordt 9 00 h
.'
the
. ht
Women's Basketball vs Mt Marty at Dordt
:
S OWlng
same nlg •
Men's Basketball at Sioux R\ll~
Edgerton mue Stamps are not
John Micheal 'TaUiot
' ' , ":
Iredeemable for either show-:
.,.....
i.ng.. _.','_:'
.
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The· Dordt College "What's New?" Contest
~1
• '. '
,

(I

"Hey, what's new?"
"Oh, nothing .."

You might be surprised. The Dordt Diamond roving repor~
has been at it again, searching for new things around campus,
and hel she found that new things happen all the time. even
Northwestern Iowa. Helshe found so many new things, in fac
that we declded to turn it into a contest. Howmany of the
things. all ~
this semester, can you match?

The NEWsoccer trophy top
Ray's NEWsweater
The NEW switchboard button.
The NEWwomen's restroom sign
(hint- has letters W-O~M-E-N Onit)
Mary R., a NEW student
The NEW"Dordt College" underwear
~,
The NEWbootrack in the men's restroom
--So Bill's NEWmotorcycle
--9,
Dordt's NEWprof.
--IO.Glenda's
NEWjob
--II.
Sue's NEWcar
--12.Janie
Lou's NEW socks
--is. The NEW "NO PARKINGEMPLOYEESDNLY"sign

Contest entries should be submitted to the Diamond office by
SIlt., Feb. 5. The winner, whose name will be drawn at random
fromhundredsofentries.
will receive an all-expense paid tour
oftbe Diamond's facilities plus one boxof "Hamburger Helper,"
donated by the "Kibbutz, "a:n-off-campus apartment.

